
It’s my job to teach my students about 
communication technology. It’s a literacy issue.  

 
I want them navigating these spaces and using 

this stuff. I really, really want them to.  
 

-Sylvia, High School Teacher 



“Most of us agree… 
Our world’s got 

issues.” 

“Get out there and do some 
talking. Ask your friends, 
professors, parents, and random 
strangers what they think some 
of society’s biggest issues are. 
Write down or videotape your 
findings and bring them to class.” 

“Your multimedia piece should seek to create 
awareness about the issue at hand and should target 

an audience of your choosing.” 



Why  Do Both? 

Audience? 
Requirements? 

Preparation? 

Purpose? 

Assessment? 



Meta-blog and Metacognition… 







Daniel’s Photo and Poetry Symposium 



“If we continue to define 
literacy in ways that ignore or 
exclude new media texts, we not 
only abdicate a professional 
responsibility to describe 
accurately and robustly how 
humans communicate, but we 
also run the risk of our curriculum 
holding declining relevance 
for students.”  

 

Selfe, 2004, “Students Who Teach 
Us” in Writing New Media 



“Valuing multiple literacies and finding ways 
for students to exercise them in the 

classroom is not a move to threaten or 
‘replace’ the print-based work that remains 

that the core of our formal curricula. One 
does not replace the other.”  

 
Kajder, 2010 

Adolescents and Digital Literacies 

Three Reasons This Approach Isn’t a Replacement: 

- The Discourse of the Academy 

- Policymakers’ Definitions of Literacy 

- The Social and Dynamic Nature of Literacy 

 



A Few (Hesitant) 
Recommendations… 

Find examples of challenges to the 
traditional research paper in multiple 

disciplines, and challenge this genre’s mode 
and medium in composition courses. 

Consider the potential of 
complementary media, complementary 
literacies in individual projects – 
challenge students to translate their 
ideas into multiple media at once. 

Learn alongside students –  
don’t expect to know it all before assigning it. 
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